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(54) VARIABLE VALVE MECHANISM OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

(57) In a variable valve mechanism, during switching from a disconnected state to a connected state, the switch arm
being displaced in a return direction comes in sliding contact with a pin end surface of the switch pin, and presses the
pin end surface toward the disconnected position to push back the switch pin. At a sliding contact start time, the switch
arm sliding contacts a portion of the pin end surface on a return direction side with respect to an idle-swing-side edge.
At least during a period from a 10% position time to a sliding contact end time, a position of a pressed center relative to
the pin end surface shifts toward the return direction side without stopping as the switch arm is displaced toward the
return direction relative to a main arm, so that the sliding contact ends without stopping of the pressed center at a
return-side edge.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a variable valve
mechanism that drives a valve of an internal combustion
engine and that changes the drive state of the valve ac-
cording to the operational state of the internal combustion
engine.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] A variable valve mechanism 90 of a convention-
al example illustrated in FIGS. 7A and 7B includes a
switch arm 91 driven by a cam, a main arm 92 that drives
a valve of an internal combustion engine when swinging,
and a switch pin 93 that is mounted on the main arm 92
so as to be displaceable . The switch pin 93 is displaced
to a disconnected position C- so that the variable valve
mechanism 90 is switched to a disconnected state as
illustrated in FIG. 7A, and the switch pin 93 is displaced
to a connected position C+ so that the variable valve
mechanism 90 is switched to a connected state as illus-
trated in FIG. 7B.
[0003] As illustrated in FIG. 8A, during switching from
the disconnected state to the connected state, if timing
of the switching is inappropriate, the switch pin 93 pro-
trudes to the connected position C+ while the switch arm
91 is swinging in an idle swing direction D1, so that the
switch arm 91 comes below the switch pin 93. As a meas-
ure to prevent the switch arm 91 from being locked in
such a case, a pressing surface 91a having a curved
surface is formed at an end of the switch arm 91. With
this configuration, as illustrated in FIGS. 9A to 9F, when
the switch arm 91 swings in a return direction D2, the
switch arm 91 presses a pin end surface 93a with the
pressing surface 91a to the disconnected position C- so
as to push back the switch pin 93.

CITATION LIST

Patent Document

[0004] Patent Document 1: United States Patent
6,925,978

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

Technical Problem

[0005] In the conventional example, if the pressing sur-
face 91a comes in contact with a lower edge E1 of the
pin end surface 93a at a sliding contact start time T1
illustrated in FIG. 8B, an excessive bending load is ap-
plied to the switch pin 93. FIG. 3 of Patent Document 1
illustrates a state where the pressing surface 91a is in
sliding contact with a portion of the pin end surface 93a
above the lower edge E1, as illustrated in FIG. 9B. How-

ever, it is unclear whether this state represents a state
at the sliding contact start time or represents a state at
time T2 after the sliding contact start time and when the
pressing surface 91a slightly presses the pin end surface
93a toward the disconnected position C-.
[0006] In addition, in the conventional example, the po-
sition of a pressed center P on the pin end surface 93a
shifts upward as the switch arm 91 swings in the return
direction D2 relative to the main arm 92 during the first-
half of sliding contact from T1 to T4 illustrated in FIGS.
9A to 9D, but the pressed center P remains at an upper
edge E2 during the second half of sliding contact from
T4 to T6 illustrated in FIGS. 9D to 9F. Accordingly, as
illustrated in FIG. 10C, the period in which the pressed
center P is at the upper edge E2, that is, the period in
which the pressing surface 91a is in sliding contact with
the upper edge E2 is long, and thus, the upper edge E2
may easily wear. As illustrated in FIG. 10B, the upper
edge E2 is a portion that first comes below the switch
arm 91 when the variable valve mechanism 90 is
switched to the connected state. Therefore, the wear may
adversely affect a switching response.
[0007] Such a problem may also be caused by a phe-
nomenon that the lower edge E1 of the pin end surface
93a wears due to contact of the pressing surface 91a
with the lower edge E1 at the sliding contact start time
T1 illustrated in FIG. 8B, and rotation of the switch pin
93 brings the lower edge E1 to the upper side.
[0008] It is an object of the present invention to make
edges of a pin end surface difficult to wear.

Solution to Problem

[0009] To achieve the object described above, a vari-
able valve mechanism of an internal combustion engine
according to the present invention includes: a switch arm
that is driven by a cam; a main arm that drives a valve
of the internal combustion engine when swinging; a
switch pin attached to the main arm so as to be displace-
able; and a displacing device that displaces the switch
pin to a disconnected position to switch the variable valve
mechanism to a disconnected state where the switch arm
makes a relative reciprocating displacement relative to
the main arm in an idle swing direction and in a return
direction opposite thereto according to rotation of the
cam, and that displaces the switch pin to a connected
position to switch the variable valve mechanism to a con-
nected state where the switch arm and the main arm
swing together. In the variable valve mechanism, during
switching from the disconnected state to the connected
state, if the switch pin is displaced to the connected po-
sition while the switch arm is displaced in the idle swing
direction relative to the main arm and thus the switch arm
comes to an idle swing direction side with respect to the
switch pin, the switch arm being displaced in the return
direction relative to the main arm comes in sliding contact
with a pin end surface of the switch pin, and the switch
arm presses the pin end surface toward the disconnected
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position during a period between a sliding contact start
time (t1) and a sliding contact end time (t6) so as to push
back the switch pin. The variable valve mechanism has
at least one of the following features [A] and [B].
[0010] Hereinafter, a "pressed center" is defined as the
center position of a pressing force received from the
switch arm at a sliding contact portion of the pin end sur-
face with the switch arm, and a "pin end surface length
(Le)" is defined as the length along the pin end surface
from an idle-swing-side edge of the pin end surface,
which is an edge of the pin end surface on the idle swing
direction side, to a return-side edge of the pin end sur-
face, which is an edge of the pin end surface on a return
direction side.

[A] In the variable valve mechanism, at the sliding
contact start time (t1) when the switch pin is fully
displaced to a connected position side, the switch
arm does not sliding contact with an idle-swing-side
edge, but sliding contacts a portion of the pin end
surface on the return direction side with respect to
the idle-swing-side edge.
[B] In the variable valve mechanism, at least during
a period from a 10% position time (t5) at which a
length (L5) from the pressed center to the return-side
edge along the pin end surface is 10% of the pin end
surface length (Le) to the sliding contact end time
(t6), the position of the pressed center relative to the
pin end surface shifts toward the return direction side
without stopping as the switch arm is displaced to-
ward the return direction relative to the main arm, so
that the sliding contact ends without stopping of the
pressed center at the return-side edge.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0011] According to the feature [A] described above,
since the switch arm does not sliding contact with the
idle-swing-side edge at the sliding contact start time (t1),
the idle-swings-side edge does not wear, and the switch
pin is difficult to be subjected to an excessive bending
load.
[0012] According to the feature [B] described above,
since the pressed center does not stop at the return-side
edge, the return-side edge is difficult to wear.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIG. 1A is a side view illustrating a variable valve
mechanism of an embodiment of the present inven-
tion, and FIG. 1B is a perspective view illustrating a
switch arm and a main arm of the variable valve
mechanism of the embodiment;
FIG. 2A is a side view illustrating a state when the
variable valve mechanism of the embodiment is
switched to a disconnected state, and FIG. 2B is a

side view illustrating the variable valve mechanism
of the embodiment in the disconnected state;
FIG. 3A is a side view illustrating a state when the
variable valve mechanism of the embodiment is
switched to a connected state, and FIG. 3B is a side
view illustrating the variable valve mechanism of the
embodiment in the connected state;
FIG. 4A is a side view illustrating a state where the
switch arm of the variable valve mechanism of the
embodiment has come below a switch pin, and FIG.
4B is a side view illustrating a state at the start of
sliding contact, in the variable valve mechanism of
the embodiment;
FIGS. 5A to 5F are side views sequentially illustrating
states from the start of sliding contact to the end of
sliding contact in the variable valve mechanism of
the embodiment;
FIG. 6A is a side view illustrating the state at the end
of sliding contact, FIG. 6B is a side view illustrating
a state thereafter, and FIG. 6C is a graph illustrating
how the position of a pressed center on a pin end
surface shifts as the switch arm swings, in the vari-
able valve mechanism of the embodiment;
FIG. 7A is a side view illustrating a variable valve
mechanism of a conventional example in the discon-
nected state, and FIG. 7B is a side view illustrating
the variable valve mechanism of the conventional
example in the connected state;
FIG. 8A is a side view illustrating a state where a
switch arm of the variable valve mechanism of the
conventional example has come below a switch pin,
and FIG. 8B is a side view illustrating a state at the
start of sliding contact, in the variable valve mecha-
nism of the conventional example;
FIGS. 9A to 9F are side views sequentially illustrating
states from the start of sliding contact to the end of
sliding contact in the variable valve mechanism of
the conventional example; and
FIG. 10A is a side view illustrating the state at the
end of the sliding contact, FIG. 10B is a side view
illustrating a state thereafter, and FIG. 10C is a graph
illustrating how the position of a pressed center on
a pin end surface shifts as the switch arm swings, in
the variable valve mechanism of the conventional
example.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0014] In the feature [A] described above, although a
length (L1) along the pin end surface from the idle-swing-
side edge to the pressed center at the sliding contact
start time (t1) is not particularly limited, the length (L1) is
preferably equal to or greater than 10%, more preferably
equal to or greater than 15%, and still more preferably
equal to or greater than 20% of the pin end surface length
(Le), from the viewpoint that a portion of the pin end sur-
face on the inner side with respect to the idle-swing-side
edge is made difficult to wear over a wider range.
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[0015] Although the upper limit of the length (L1) is not
particularly limited, the length (L1) is preferably equal to
or smaller than 90%, more preferably equal to or smaller
than 85%, and still more preferably equal to or smaller
than 80% of the pin end surface length (Le), from the
viewpoint that a portion of the pin end surface on the
inner side with respect to the return-side edge is made
difficult to wear over a wider range.
[0016] In the feature [B] described above, if the relative
reciprocating displacement is a relative swing, although
an angle (θ) by which the switch arm swings relative to
the main arm in the return direction from the 10% position
time (t5) to the sliding contact end time (t6) is not partic-
ularly limited, the angle (θ) is preferably equal to or small-
er than 8 degrees, more preferably equal to or smaller
than 6 degrees, and still more preferably equal to or
smaller than 4 degrees, from the viewpoint that the
pressed center quickly passes through the return-side
edge and the vicinity thereof.
[0017] Although the lower limit value of the angle (θ)
is not particularly limited, the angle (θ) is preferably equal
to or greater than 0.3 degrees, more preferably equal to
or greater than 0.6 degrees, and still more preferably
equal to or greater than 1.0 degree, from the viewpoint
of ease of implementation.
[0018] In the feature [B] described above, the variable
valve mechanism is preferably configured such that, al-
though a time before the 10% position time (t5) is not
particularly limited, the position of the pressed center rel-
ative to the pin end surface shifts toward the return di-
rection side without stopping as the switch arm is dis-
placed in the return direction relative to the main arm
from a return side shift start time (t3) to the sliding contact
end time (t6), from the viewpoint that the portion of the
pin end surface on the inner side with respect to the re-
turn-side edge is made difficult to wear over a wider
range. The return side shift start time (t3) is a time when
a length (L3) along the pin end surface from the pressed
center to the return-side edge is equal to or greater than
20% (more preferably equal to or greater than 30%, and
still more preferably equal to or greater than 40%) of the
pin end surface length (Le).
[0019] Although the upper limit of the length (L3) along
the pin end surface from the pressed center to the return-
side edge at the return-side shift start time (t3) is not
particularly limited, the length (L3) is preferably equal to
or smaller than 95%, more preferably equal to or smaller
than 90%, and still more preferably equal to or smaller
than 85% of the pin end surface length (Le), from the
viewpoint that the portion of the pin end surface on the
inner side with respect to the idle-swing-side edge is
made difficult to wear over a wider range.
[0020] Although the return-side shift start time (t3) may
be the same as the sliding contact start time (t1), the
return side shift start time (t3) is preferably later than the
sliding contact start time (t1), from the viewpoint that an
increase in speed of the shift in the return direction during
the second half of sliding contact causes the pressed

center to more quickly pass through the return-side edge
and the vicinity thereof. Furthermore, the variable valve
mechanism is preferably configured such that a prede-
termined portion of the switch arm comes in sliding con-
tact with the pin end surface at the sliding contact start
time (t1), a portion of the switch arm on the idle swing
direction side with respect to the predetermined portion
comes in sliding contact with the pin end surface at the
return side shift start time (t3), so that the position of the
pressed center relative to the pin end surface shifts to-
ward the idle swing direction side during a period from
the sliding contact start time (t1) to the return side shift
start time (t3).
[0021] In the case where the variable valve mechanism
has the feature [A] or [B] described above, although the
aspect of the switch arm is not particularly limited, the
following aspects thereof are exemplified. The aspect [1]
is preferable from the viewpoint of ease of implementa-
tion.

[1] The switch arm is pivotally attached in a relatively
swingable manner to the main arm, and the relative
reciprocating displacement is a relative swing.
[2] The switch arm is attached to the main arm so as
to be relatively displaceable in a linear direction, and
the relative reciprocating displacement is a relative
reciprocating linear movement.

[0022] Although the switch pin may be displaced in the
width direction of the main arm, the main arm preferably
includes two main arm sidewall portions provided on both
sides of the switch arm in the width direction and a con-
necting portion for connecting the two main arm sidewall
portions to each other, and the switch pin is preferably
attached to the connecting portion so as to be displace-
able in the longitudinal direction of the main arm, from
the viewpoint that the switch arm can easily push back
the switch pin.
[0023] The displacing device may hydraulically dis-
place the switch pin to the connected position. However,
from the viewpoint that switch arm can easily push back
the switch pin, the displacing device preferably includes:
a spring for urging the switch pin toward the connected
position; and a hydraulic device that hydraulically press-
es the switch pin toward the disconnected position, and
the hydraulic device is preferably configured to hydrau-
lically displace the switch pin to the disconnected position
by relatively increasing the hydraulic pressure and dis-
place the switch pin to the connected position with an
urging force of the spring by relatively reducing the hy-
draulic pressure.
[0024] Although the disconnected state and the con-
nected state are not particularly limited, the following as-
pects thereof are exemplified.

[1] The disconnected state is a stop state where driv-
ing of the valve is stopped. The connected state is
a drive state where the valve is driven.
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[2] The disconnected state is a low lift state where
the main arm is driven by a second cam to drive the
valve at a relatively small lift amount. The connected
state is a high lift state where the valve is driven at
a relatively large lift amount.

Embodiment

[0025] The following describes an embodiment of the
present invention . The present invention is not limited
to the embodiment, and can be carried out by modifying
configurations and/or shapes of various parts in any man-
ner without departing from the scope of the present in-
vention.
[0026] As illustrated in FIG. 1A, a variable valve mech-
anism 1 of the present embodiment is attached to a valve
77 of an internal combustion engine . The valve 77 maybe
an intake valve or an exhaust valve. A valve spring (not
illustrated) that urges the valve 77 in such a direction that
the valve 77 is closed is attached to the valve 77. The
variable valve mechanism 1 periodically presses the
valve 77 to open and close the valve 77 in cooperation
with the valve spring. The variable valve mechanism 1
includes a cam 9, a switch arm 10, a main arm 20, a
switch pin 30, a displacing device 40, and a pivot 50.
[0027] The cam 9 is mounted on a camshaft 8 so as
to protrude therefrom. The camshaft 8 turns once (a 360-
degree turn) every two turns of the internal combustion
engine (a 720-degree turn). The cam 9 has a base circle
9a having a circular sectional shape and a nose 9b pro-
jecting from the base circle 9a.
[0028] The switch arm 10 includes two switch arm side-
wall portions 11, a switch arm rear portion 12, a bridge
portion 16, a roller shaft 15 and a roller 14. The two switch
arm sidewall portions 11 are arranged side by side across
a space in the width direction. A front end portion of each
of the switch arm sidewall portions 11 is pivotally attached
in a swingable manner to a front portion of a main arm
sidewall portion 21 by a shaft member 17.
[0029] The switch arm rear portion 12 connects rear
end portions of the two switch arm sidewall portions 11
to each other . A pressing surface 13 that presses a pin
end surface 36 of the switch pin 30 is formed on a rear
surface of the switch arm rear portion 12. The pressing
surface 13 has a shape (tapered shape) such that the
pressing surface 13 extends away from the shaft member
17 (center of swinging in the disconnected state) as it
extends toward an idle swing direction D1 side, and the
pressing surface 13 extends toward the shaft member
17 as it extends toward a return direction D2 side. The
bridge portion 16 connects front portions of the switch
arm sidewall portions 11 to each other.
[0030] The roller 14 is rotatably attached between the
two switch arm sidewall portions 11 and between the
switch arm rear portion 12 and the bridge portion 16 via
the roller shaft 15. The roller shaft 15 penetrates the two
switch arm sidewall portions 11 in the width direction. A
bearing 15a is interposed between the roller 14 and the

roller shaft 15. The cam 9 presses the roller 14 to drive
the switch arm 10.
[0031] The main arm 20 includes two main arm side-
wall portions 21, a main arm rear portion 22, and a main
arm front portion 26. The two main arm sidewall portions
21 are provided on both sides of the switch arm 10 in the
width direction. The main arm front portion 26 connects
front ends of the two main arm sidewall portions 21 to
each other. The main arm front portion 26 is in contact
with a stem end of the valve 77. The main arm rear portion
22 connects rear end portions of the two main arm side-
wall portions 21 to each other.
[0032] Projections 28 projecting outward in the width
direction are provided on both side surfaces of the main
arm rear portion 22, and a coil portion 29b of a lost motion
spring 29 is externally fitted to each of the projections 28.
Each lost motion spring 29 includes the coil portion 29b
and a first side portion 29a and a second side portion
29c extending from the coil portion 29b. The first side
portion 29a abuts on the rear end portion of a correspond-
ing one of the main arm sidewall portions 21, and the
second side portion 29c abuts on a projection 19 provided
at an upper portion of a corresponding one of the switch
arm sidewall portions 11. The lost motion spring 29 is a
spring that causes the switch arm 10 to follow the cam 9
in the disconnected state.
[0033] As illustrated in FIG. 2A, a hemispherical con-
cave portion 25, which is a recess formed in a lower sur-
face of the main arm rear portion 22, is placed on a hem-
ispherical portion 52 located at an upper end portion of
the pivot 50, so that the main arm 20 is swingably sup-
ported by the pivot 50. The pivot 50 may be a lash adjuster
that automatically eliminates a valve clearance, or may
be an ordinary pivot not having such a function.
[0034] The switch pin 30 is inserted in a pin hole 23
that is provided in the main arm rear portion 22 so as to
extend in the longitudinal direction of the main arm 20,
and thus the switch pin 30 is attached to the main arm
rear portion 22 so as to be displaceable in the longitudinal
direction of the main arm 20. The switch pin 30 includes
a pin large-diameter portion 31 on the rear side thereof
and a pin small-diameter portion 35 on the front side
thereof. The pin small-diameter portion 35 has a diameter
smaller than that of the pin large-diameter portion 31.
The pin hole 23 has a pin hole large-diameter portion 23a
on the rear side thereof and a pin hole small-diameter
portion 23b on the front side thereof. The diameter of the
pin hole large-diameter portion 23a is substantially equal
to the outside diameter of the pin large-diameter portion
31. The diameter of the pin hole small-diameter portion
23b is substantially equal to the outside diameter of the
pin small-diameter portion 35.
[0035] The switch pin 30 is displaced rearward along
the pin hole 23, so that the switch pin 30 is displaceable
to a disconnected position C-. The disconnected position
C- is a position in which the pin small-diameter portion
35 no longer extends across the main arm rear portion
22 and the switch arm rear portion 12 as the front portion
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of the pin small-diameter portion 35 recedes into the pin
hole 23.
[0036] The displacing device 40 includes a spring 41
and a hydraulic device 45. The spring 41 is interposed
between a retainer 42 attached to the pin hole large-di-
ameter portion 23a and the switch pin 30, and urges the
switch pin 30 toward a connected position C+ (forward).
The hydraulic device 45 includes an oil passage 46 and
a hydraulic chamber 47. The oil passage 46 is a passage
through which hydraulic pressure is supplied to the hy-
draulic chamber 47. The oil passage 46 extends to the
hydraulic chamber 47 through the inside of a cylinder
head, the inside of the pivot 50, and the inside of the main
arm rear portion 22. The hydraulic chamber 47 is formed
by filling a space in the pin hole large-diameter portion
23a formed on the front side of the pin large-diameter
portion 31 with oil. The hydraulic pressure in the hydraulic
chamber 47 presses the pin large-diameter portion 31
toward the disconnected position C- (rearward). The hy-
draulic device 45 relatively increases the hydraulic pres-
sure (turns on the hydraulic pressure) in the hydraulic
chamber 47 so as to displace the switch pin 30 to the
disconnected position C- against the urging force of the
spring 41. The variable valve mechanism 1 is thus
switched to the disconnected state.
[0037] As illustrated in FIG. 2B, the disconnected state
is a state where the switch arm 10 swings about the shaft
member 17 in the idle swing direction D1 and the return
direction D2 opposite thereto according to the rotation of
the cam 9. At this time, the main arm 20 does not swing,
but is stationary. Accordingly, disconnected state is a
stop state where driving of the valve 77 is stopped.
[0038] As illustrated in FIG. 3A, the switch pin 30 is
displaced forward along the pin hole 23, so that the switch
pin 30 is displaceable to the connected position C+. The
connected position C+ is a position in which the pin small-
diameter portion 35 extends across the main arm rear
portion 22 and the switch arm rear portion 12 as the front
portion of the pin small-diameter portion 35 projects be-
neath the switch arm rear portion 12 from the pin hole
23. In the state where the switch pin 30 is fully disposed
in the connected position C+ side (front side), the end
surface of the pin large-diameter portion 31 adjacent the
pin small-diameter portion 35 (front side) abuts on the
end surface of the pin hole large-diameter portion 23a
adjacent the pin hole small-diameter portion 23b (front
side).
[0039] The hydraulic device 45 relatively reduces the
hydraulic pressure (turns off the hydraulic pressure) in
the hydraulic chamber 47 so as to displace the switch
pin 30 to the connected position C+ with the urging force
of the spring 41. Accordingly, the variable valve mecha-
nism 1 is switched to the connected state.
[0040] As illustrated in FIG. 3B, the connected state is
a state where the switch arm 10 and the main arm 20
swing together according to the rotation of the cam 9. At
this time, the main arm 20 presses the valve 77 with the
main arm front portion 26. Thus the valve 77 is driven

and brought in to a drive state.
[0041] As illustrated in FIG. 4A, during the switching
from the disconnected state to the connected state, if
timing of the switching is inappropriate, the switch pin 30
is displaced to the connected position C+ while the switch
arm 10 is swinging in the idle swing direction D1, and
thus the switch arm 10 comes to the idle swing direction
D1 side with respect to the switch pin 30. In that case,
the pressing surface 13 of the switch arm 10 being dis-
placed toward the return direction D2 comes in sliding
contact with the pin end surface 36 of the switch pin 30
as illustrated in FIG. 4B, and the pressing surface 13
presses the pin end surface 36 toward the disconnected
position C- during a period between a sliding contact start
time t1 and a sliding contact end time t6 as illustrated in
FIGS. 5A to 5F. The switch pin 30 is thus pushed back.
[0042] Hereinafter, an edge of the pin end surface 36
on the idle swing direction D1 side is referred to as an
"idle-swing-side edge E1"; an edge of the pin end surface
36 on the return direction D2 side is referred to as a "re-
turn-side edge E2"; the centerposition of a pressing force
applied to the pin end surface 36 in a sliding contact por-
tion of the pressing surface 13 with the pin end surface
36 is referred to as a "pressing center p"; and the center
position of the pressing force received from the pressing
surface 13 in a sliding contact portion of the pin end sur-
face 36 with the pressing surface 13 is referred to as a
"pressed center p". The same symbol "p" is assigned in
this manner because the pressing center p of the press-
ing surface 13 and the pressed center p of the pin end
surface 36 abut on and coincide with each other.
[0043] At the sliding contact start time t1 illustrated in
FIG. 5A, the switch pin 30 is fully displaced to the con-
nected position C+ side. The pressing surface 13 is not
in sliding contact with the idle-swing-side edge E1, but a
portion of the pressing surface 13 on the return direction
D2 side is in sliding contact with a portion of the pin end
surface 36 that is on the return direction D2 side with
respect to the idle-swing-side edge E1.
[0044] During a period from the sliding contact start
time t1 through a first-half intermediate time t2 illustrated
in FIG. 5B to a return side shift start time t3 illustrated in
FIG. 5C, the position of the pressing center p on the
pressing surface 13 shifts toward the idle swing direction
D1 side as the switch arm 10 swings in the return direction
D2. Accordingly, the position of the pressed center p on
the pin end surface 36 also shifts toward the idle swing
direction D1 side.
[0045] At the return side shift start time t3, a portion of
the pressing surface 13 on the idle swing direction D1
side is in sliding contact with the pin end surface 36. Dur-
ing a period from the return side shift start time t3 through
a second-half intermediate time t4 illustrated in FIG. 5D
and a 10% position time t5 illustrated in FIG. 5E to the
sliding contact end time t6 illustrated in FIG. 5F, the por-
tion of the pressing surface 13 on the idle swing direction
D1 side sliding contacts with the pin end surface 36. Dur-
ing this period from the return side shift start time t3 to
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the sliding contact end time t6, the position of the pressed
center p on the pin end surface 36 shifts toward the return
direction D2 side without stopping as the switch arm 10
swings in the return direction D2. At the sliding contact
end time t6, the pressed center p does not stop at the
return side edge E2 and the sliding contact ends. At the
sliding contact end time t6, the switch pin 30 is pushed
back to the disconnected position C-. After the sliding
contact end time t6, the switch pin 30 is displaced again
to the connected position C+ by the urging force of the
spring 41, as illustrated in FIG. 6B.
[0046] FIG. 6C illustrates how the position of the
pressed center p on the pin end surface 36 shifts as the
switch arm 10 swings in the return direction D2. Herein-
after, the length from the idle-swing-side edge E1 to the
return-side edge E2 along the pin end surface 36 is re-
ferred to as a "pin end surface length Le". Since portions
of the pin end surface 36 in the vicinity of the edges E1
and E2 are chamfered to be rounded, the pin end surface
length Le is slightly longer than the linear distance from
the idle-swing-side edge E1 to the return-side edge E2
(diameter of the pin small-diameter portion 35).
[0047] A length L1 from the idle-swing-side edge E1
to the pressed center p at the sliding contact start time
t1 along the pin end surface 36 is substantially 45% to
55% of the pin end surface length Le. A length L3 from
the pressed center p at the return side shift start time t3
to the return-side edge E2 along the pin end surface 36
is substantially 70% to 80% of the pin end surface length
Le.
[0048] The 10% position time t5 is a time when a length
L5 from the pressed center p to the return-side edge E2
along the pin end surface 36 is 10% of the pin end surface
length Le. The angle θ by which the switch arm 10 swings
in the return direction D2 during a period from the 10%
position time t5 to the sliding contact end time t6 is sub-
stantially 1.5 degrees to 2.5 degrees. The angle θ is much
smaller than a corresponding angle Θ of a conventional
example illustrated in FIG. 10C.
[0049] According to the present embodiment, the fol-
lowing effects can be obtained.

[A] Since the pressing surface 13 does not contact
the idle-swing-side edge E1 at the sliding contact
start time t1, the switch pin 30 is difficult to be sub-
jected to an excessive bending load.
[B] Since the pressing surface 13 does not sliding
contact with the idle-swing-side edge E1 at the slid-
ing contact start time t1, the idle-swing-side edge E1
does not wear. Since the pressed center p merely
passes through the return-side edge E2 immediately
before the sliding contact end time t6 and does not
stop at the return-side edge E2, the return-side edge
E2 is difficult to wear. This allows minimizing adverse
effects on switching response that result from wear
of edges of the pin end surface 36.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0050]

1 variable valve mechanism
9 cam
10 switch arm
20 main arm
21 main arm sidewall portion
22 main arm rear portion (connecting portion)
30 switch pin
36 pin end surface
40 displacing device
41 spring
45 hydraulic device
77 valve
D1 idle swing direction
D2 return direction
E1 idle-swing-side edge
E2 return-side edge
C- disconnected position
C+ connected position
p pressed center
t1 sliding contact start time
t3 return side shift start time
t5 10% position time
t6 sliding contact end time

[0051] In a variable valve mechanism, during switching
from a disconnected state to a connected state, the
switch arm being displaced in a return direction comes
in sliding contact with a pin end surface of the switch pin,
and presses the pin end surface toward the disconnected
position to push back the switch pin. At a sliding contact
start time, the switch arm sliding contacts a portion of the
pin end surface on a return direction side with respect to
an idle-swing-side edge. At least during a period from a
10% position time to a sliding contact end time, a position
of a pressed center relative to the pin end surface shifts
toward the return direction side without stopping as the
switch arm is displaced toward the return direction rela-
tive to a main arm, so that the sliding contact ends without
stopping of the pressed center at a return-side edge.

Claims

1. A variable valve mechanism of an internal combus-
tion engine, comprising:

a switch arm (10) that is driven by a cam (9);
a main arm (20) that drives a valve (77) of the
internal combustion engine when swinging;
a switch pin (30) attached to the main arm (20)
so as to be displaceable; and
a displacing device (40) that displaces the switch
pin (30) to a disconnected position (C-) to switch
the variable valve mechanism to a disconnected
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state where the switch arm (10) makes a relative
reciprocating displacement relative to the main
arm (20) in an idle swing direction (D1) and in a
return direction (D2) opposite thereto according
to rotation of the cam (9), and that displaces the
switch pin (30) to a connected position (C+) to
switch the variable valve mechanism to a con-
nected state where the switch arm (10) and the
main arm (20) swing together, wherein
during switching from the disconnected state to
the connected state, if the switch pin (30) is dis-
placed to the connected position (C+) while the
switch arm (10) is displaced in the idle swing
direction (D1) relative to the main arm (20) and
thus the switch arm (10) comes to an idle swing
direction (D1) side with respect to the switch pin
(30), the switch arm (10) being displaced in the
return direction (D2) relative to the main arm (20)
comes in sliding contact with a pin end surface
(36) of the switch pin (30), and the switch arm
(10) presses the pin end surface (36) toward the
disconnected position (C-) during a period be-
tween a sliding contact start time (t1) and a slid-
ing contact end time (t6) so as to push back the
switch pin (30),
characterized in that
in the case where a pressed center (p) is defined
as a center position of a pressing force received
from the switch arm (10) at a sliding contact por-
tion of the pin end surface (36) with the switch
arm (10), and a pin end surface length (Le) is
defined as a length along the pin end surface
(36) from an idle-swing-side edge (E1), which is
an edge of the pin end surface (36) on the idle
swing direction (D1) side, to a return-side edge
(E2), which is an edge of the pin end surface
(36) on a return direction (D2) side,
at least during a period from a 10% position time
(t5) at which a length (L5) from the pressed cent-
er (p) to the return-side edge (E2) along the pin
end surface (36) is 10% of the pin end surface
length (Le) to the sliding contact end time (t6),
a position of the pressed center (p) relative to
the pin end surface (36) shifts toward the return
direction (D2) side without stopping as the
switch arm (10) is displaced toward the return
direction (D2) relative to the main arm (20), so
that the sliding contact ends without stopping of
the pressed center (p) at the return-side edge
(E2) .

2. A variable valve mechanism of an internal combus-
tion engine, comprising:

a switch arm (10) that is driven by a cam (9);
a main arm (20) that drives a valve (77) of the
internal combustion engine when swinging;
a switch pin (30) attached to the main arm (20)

so as to be displaceable; and
a displacing device (40) that displaces the switch
pin (30) to a disconnected position (C-) to switch
the variable valve mechanism to a disconnected
state where the switch arm (10) makes a relative
reciprocating displacement relative to the main
arm (20) in an idle swing direction (D1) and in a
return direction (D2) opposite thereto according
to rotation of the cam (9), and that displaces the
switch pin (30) to a connected position (C+) to
switch the variable valve mechanism to a con-
nected state where the switch arm (10) and the
main arm (20) swing together, wherein
during switching from the disconnected state to
the connected state, if the switch pin (30) is dis-
placed to the connected position (C+) while the
switch arm (10) is displaced in the idle swing
direction (D1) relative to the main arm (20) and
thus the switch arm (10) comes to an idle swing
direction (D1) side with respect to the switch pin
(30), the switch arm (10) being displaced in the
return direction (D2) relative to the main arm (20)
comes in sliding contact with a pin end surface
(36) of the switch pin (30), and the switch arm
(10) presses the pin end surface (36) toward the
disconnected position (C-) during a period be-
tween a sliding contact start time (t1) and a slid-
ing contact end time (t6) so as to push back the
switch pin (30),
characterized in that
at the sliding contact start time (t1) when the
switch pin (30) is fully displaced to a connected
position (C+) side, the switch arm (10) does not
sliding contact with an idle-swing-side edge
(E1), which is an edge of the pin end surface
(36) on the idle swing direction (D1) side, but
sliding contacts a portion of the pin end surface
(36) on a return direction (D2) side with respect
to the idle-swing-side edge (E1).

3. The variable valve mechanism of an internal com-
bustion engine according to claim 1, wherein
at the sliding contact start time (t1) when the switch
pin (30) is fully displaced to a connected position
(C+) side, the switch arm (10) does not sliding con-
tact with the idle-swing-side edge (E1), but sliding
contacts a portion of the pin end surface (36) on the
return direction (D2) side with respect to the idle-
swing-side edge (E1).

4. The variable valve mechanism of an internal com-
bustion engine according to claim 1 or claim 3,
wherein
when the relative reciprocating displacement is a rel-
ative swing, an angle (θ) by which the switch arm
(10) swings relative to the main arm (20) in the return
direction (D2) from the 10% position time (t5) to the
sliding contact end time (t6) is 0.3 degrees to 8 de-
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grees.

5. The variable valve mechanism of an internal com-
bustion engine according to claim 1, claim 3 or claim
4, wherein
during a period from a return side shift start time (t3)
at which the length (L3) from the pressed center (p)
to the return-side edge (E2) along the pin end surface
(36) is 20% of the pin end surface length (Le) or
greater to the sliding contact end time (t6), the posi-
tion of the pressed center (p) relative to the pin end
surface (36) shifts toward the return direction (D2)
side without stopping as the switch arm (10) is dis-
placed in the return direction (D2) relative to the main
arm (20).

6. The variable valve mechanism of an internal com-
bustion engine according to claim 5, wherein
the return side shift start time (t3) is later than the
sliding contact start time (t1), and
a predetermined portion of the switch arm (10)
comes in sliding contact with the pin end surface (36)
at the sliding contact start time (t1), and a portion of
the switch arm (10) on the idle swing direction (D1)
side with respect to the predetermined portion comes
in sliding contact with the pin end surface (36) at the
return side shift start time (t3), so that the position of
the pressed center (p) relative to the pin end surface
(36) shifts toward the idle swing direction (D1) side
during a period from the sliding contact start time (t1)
to the return side shift start time (t3) .

7. The variable valve mechanism of an internal com-
bustion engine according to claim 2 or claim 3,
wherein
a length (L1) along the pin end surface (36) from the
idle-swing-side edge (E1) to the pressed center (p)
at the sliding contact start time (t1) is 10% to 90% of
the pin end surface length (Le) .

8. The variable valve mechanism of an internal com-
bustion engine according to any one of claims 1 to
7, wherein
the switch arm (10) is pivotally attached in a relatively
swingable manner to the main arm (20), and the rel-
ative reciprocating displacement is a relative swing.

9. The variable valve mechanism of an internal com-
bustion engine according to any one of claims 1 to
8, wherein
the main arm (20) includes two main arm sidewall
portions (21) provided on both sides of the switch
arm (10) in a width direction and a connecting portion
(22) connecting the two main arm sidewall portions
(21) to each other, and the switch pin (30) is attached
to the connecting portion (22) so as to be displace-
able in a longitudinal direction of the main arm (20).

10. The variable valve mechanism of an internal com-
bustion engine according to any one of claims 1 to
9, wherein
the displacing device (40) includes:

a spring (41) that urges the switch pin (30) to-
ward the connected position (C+); and
a hydraulic device (45) that hydraulically press-
es the switch pin (30) toward the disconnected
position (C-), and

the hydraulic device (45) relatively increases hydrau-
lic pressure so as to hydraulically displace the switch
pin (30) to the disconnectedposition (C-) and rela-
tively reduces the hydraulic pressure so as to dis-
place the switch pin (30) to the connected position
(C+) with an urging force of the spring (41).
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